1. Introduction
===============

Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), a suddenly happened worldwide pandemic in 2003, was suffered by thousands of people and killed hundreds of them. Coronavirus was identified as the etiologic agent of SARS [@bib1], [@bib2]. SARS coronavirus (SARS-CoV) is a positive strand RNA virus. The plasmid of SARS-CoV includes six kinds of proteins: nucleocapsid (N), spike (S), membranes (M), small envelope (E), polymerase and 3c like (3CL) hydrolytic protease. There are 18 complete genome sequences from different resources that have been determined. Sequence analysis show these genomes are different but not too much, especially its main protease, the 3CL protease(3CL^pro^) is relatively conserved in the SARS genome and thus can be taken as one of the key targets for anti-SARS drug design [@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5].

The 3CL^pro^ is the key protein during virus replication; its main function is to hydrolyze the polymerase expressed by the virus. In SARS-CoV the nonstructural gene (namely the enzyme copy gene) code for two overlapped polypeptides: pp1a (486 kDa) and ORF1b (790 kDa). They conduct almost all functions needed during the course of virus replication as well as transcription. Polypeptides with different functions are mostly produced from these two polypeptides and this kind of crack procedure is just mainly dependent on the 3CL^pro^ [@bib3], [@bib4]. The catalytically active site of SARS-CoV 3CL^pro^ has been shown to be Cys145/His41 [@bib2], [@bib6], [@bib7], which is conserved in this protein. Therefore, designing drugs for this 3CL^pro^ should inhibit SARS infection effectively.

Polyoxometalates (POMs) are oxygen rich class of inorganic cluster systems exhibiting remarkable chemical and physical properties, which have been applied to various fields such as catalysis, materials and medicines [@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10]. POMs perform significant biological activities, with high efficacy and low toxicity. In particular, the sizes and globular structural motifs of many POMs are similar, and in some cases nearly identical to some water-soluble fullerene derivatives showing fairly good anti-HIV-1P activity [@bib11]. Liu and her co-workers have investigated POMs compounds such as PW, SiW, PMo, and SiMo. Their results show that some POMs possess lower cell virulence and higher anti-HIV activity [@bib8], [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18].

Among various POMs, the di-Ti-substituted α-Keggin type structure \[α-PTi~2~W~10~O~40~\]^7−^ isomers are of particular interest because of their high catalytic activity and capability of inhibiting replication of several types of DNA or RNA viruses. Many papers report that Ti-containing α-Keggin POMs show obvious inhibition activity to HIV-1 [@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib26], [@bib27]. It is very significant to explore the inhibition potency of α-Keggin POMs to SARS-CoV. Firstly, whether POMs interact with the SARS main functional protease of 3CL^pro^; secondly, what the interaction mechanism should be; and above all, it is of great significance to explore molecular mechanism and molecular dynamics mechanism when studying problems related to POMs. In this investigation, the α-Keggin type POM isomers including \[α-1,5-PTi~2~W~10~O~40~\]^7−^, \[α-1,6-PTi~2~W~10~O~40~\]^7−^, \[α-1,11-PTi~2~W~10~O~40~\]^7−^, \[α-1,4-PTi~2~W~10~O~40~\]^7−^, \[α-1,2-PTi~2~W~10~O~40~\]^7−^ were selected as candidates for SARS-CoV 3CL^pro^ inhibitors. Binding energy was compared, hydrogen bonds formation and electrostatic interaction were analyzed, active site key residues were identified and the interaction mechanism was also discussed at molecular level.

2. Models and methods
=====================

2.1. Equilibrated conformation of 3CL^pro^
------------------------------------------

The three dimensional crystal structures and the active site information of SARS-CoV 3CL^pro^ were obtained by experimental methods recently [@bib2], [@bib6]. SARS-CoV 3CL^pro^ consists of two promoters nearly perpendicular with each other, and each one of them has three structure domains. Domains I, II are of anti-parallel sheets, while domain O forms an anti-parallel global conformation including five α-helixes.

The crystal structure coordinate of 3CL^pro^ was downloaded from the protein Database (PDB ID: 1UK4, Resolution = 2.5 Å). The 3CL^pro^ is made up of two protomers: protomer A and protomer B, each one of them consists of 306 amino acids [@bib28]. Biopolymer/Insight II module was used to repair the lost coordinates. The side residues were optimized and modified properly to decrease geometry collision with surrounding atoms. Molecular mechanics calculation was performed after molecular dynamics [@bib29], [@bib30], [@bib31], [@bib32]. After the energy converged, the conformation with the lowest energy was taken as the 3CL^pro^ analysis structure. The final equilibrated conformation in solution of SARS 3CL^pro^ is shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} .Fig. 1The equilibrated conformation in solution of SARS 3CL^pro^ dimer. The catalytic residues of Cys145 and His41 are represented in ball-and-stick.

The SARS-CoV 3CL^pro^ model is evaluated with the Profile-3D/Insight II module [@bib33], and the evaluation result is shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} . It is clearly shown that most residues are modeled reasonably, which indicates the structure is modeled successfully. Four residues of Arg-A60, Ser-A62, His-A64 and Lys-A236 are poorly built; the reason should be that these hydrophobic residues are not well shielded from solvent in the model. Fortunately, all the four residues locate far away from the enzyme active site, so they should have little influence on subsequent investigations.Fig. 2Profile-3D evaluation of the SARS-CoV 3CL^pro^ model.

2.2. Selecting the POMs compounds
---------------------------------

Recently, we have systematically investigated the electronic properties, redox properties, protonation, and stability of five POM \[α-PTi~2~W~10~O~40~\]^7−^ isomers. Our results revealed that the bridging oxygens (OTi~2~ and OTiW) as well as the terminal oxygens (OTi), act as nucleophilic centers. In particular, the bridging oxygens bond to two titaniums (OTi~2~) in \[α-1,4-PTi~2~W~10~O~40~\]^7−^ and \[α-1,2-PTi~2~W~10~O~40~\]^7−^exhibit strong nucleophilic activity [@bib26]. The three dimensional structural models of the five \[α-PTi~2~W~10~O~40~\]^7−^ isomers are shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} . A short-hand notation is used for these isomers, without oxygen atoms, tungsten atoms and anion charge. (e.g., \[α-1,5-PTi~2~W~10~-O~40~\]^7−^  = 1,5-PTi~2~, \[α-1,6-PTi~2~W~10~O~40~\]^7−^  = 1,6-PTi~2~, \[α-1,11-PTi~2~W~10~O~40~\]^7−^  = 1,11-PTi~2~, \[α-1,4-PTi~2~W~10~O~40~\]^7−^  = 1, 4-PTi~2~ and \[α-1,2-PTi~2~W~10~O~40~\]^7−^  = 1,2-PTi~2~).Fig. 3The three-dimensional structural models of the five \[α-PTi~2~W~10~O~40~\]^7−^ POMs.

2.3. Docking study of POMs with SARS-CoV 3CL^pro^
-------------------------------------------------

Charge properties of POMs were obtained from quantum chemical calculation employing the density-functional theory (DFT) method. The parameters for atomic point charges were not available for heavy metal atoms of the tungsten atom and titanium atom in POMs, this may affect the precise computation value of charge distribution and absolute values of binding energy. However, the general interaction position of POMs with 3CL^pro^ should not change because it was based on energy difference instead of the absolute values. An assumption made in this study was that neither the enzyme nor the inhibitors undergo major structural changes on binding. The five POMs of 1,5-PTi~2~, 1,6-PTi~2~, 1,11-PTi~2~, 1,4-PTi~2~, and 1,2-PTi~2~ were docked respectively in the active site of SARS 3CL^pro^. More than ten slightly different docking positions were examined across the Affinity/Insight II [@bib34]. The enzyme--inhibitor complex with the lowest energy was chosen for further examination.

3. Results and discussion
=========================

Docking simulations of the five POM isomers of 1,6-PTi~2~, 1,5-PTi~2~, 1,11-PTi~2~, 1,4-PTi~2~, 1,2-PTi~2~ with SARS 3CL^pro^ were carried out using Affinity/Insight II, the results are shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} .Fig. 4The representative structure of POM/SARS-CoV 3CL^pro^ complex. The 3CL^pro^ is represented in cartoon, while binding site and POM are represented in ball-and-stick.Table 1Binding energy between ligand and receptor (KJ/mol)E^Pot^*Δ*E^Nonb^*Δ*~1~*Δ*~2~(*Δ* + *Δ*~1~)3CL^pro^−9728.458−13646.0401,2-PTi~2~/3CL^pro^−9690.83837.620−13755.647−109.607−71.9871,4-PTi~2~/3CL^pro^−9689.25139.207−13753.616−107.576−68.3691,11-PTi~2~/3CL^pro^−9688.86939.589−13748.752−102.712−63.1231,5-PTi~2~/3CL^pro^−9691.29537.163−13749.754−103.714−66.5511,6-PTi~2~/3CL^pro^−9691.00937.449−13749.227−103.187−65.738[^1]

The representative structure of POM/3CL^pro^ complexes is shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The results show that all the five POM ligands interact with the 3CL^pro^ receptor just in the active site region including the catalytic residues. Hydrogen bonds are formed between POMs and several key residues including the catalyst residues of 3CL^pro^ His41/Cys145. The ligand--receptor interaction of POMs/3CL^pro^ generally causes energy decreasing and conformation changing; accordingly these changes should influence the enzyme catalytic activity of the SARS-CoV 3CL^pro^.

Binding energy of the five Ti-containing α-Keggin POMs of 1,5-PTi~2~, 1,6-PTi~2~, 1,11-PTi~2~, 1,4-PTi~2~ and 1,2-PTi~2~ with the SARS-CoV 3CL^pro^ receptor are summarized in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. Where "*Δ*" represents energy difference originated from steric hindrance between POMs and 3CL^pro^, "*Δ* ~1~" represents electrostatic energy changing of the complex, and "*Δ* ~2~" is the total energy changing. As is shown in the results that, for all these five ligand--receptor complexes, the electrostatic energy (*Δ* ~1~) both decrease remarkably, which indicates that the highly negative charged POM inhibitors interact with the 3CL^pro^ and therefore cause electrostatic energy to decrease. Furthermore, the electrostatic interaction is strong enough to overcome the unfavorable steric effects, therefore results in total negative energy (*Δ* ~2~) in all the five complexes. Binding energy is an important criterion for reliable virtual screening. Several researches have performed virtual screening study of SARS-CoV 3CL^pro^ using small molecular like AG7088 as reference molecule [@bib35], [@bib36]. As is shown in our investigation that, binding energy of POM/3CL^pro^ complex is much higher than that of some small organic molecules. This indicates that POMs may even more prone to bind with 3CL^pro^ than small organic molecules. What is more, an important conclusion can be drawn from our study is that, the total binding energies of the five complex systems follow the order of 1,2-PTi~2~/3CL^pro^  \> 1,4-PTi~2~/3CL^pro^  \> 1,5-PTi~2~/3CL^pro^  \> 1,6-PTi~2~/3CL^pro^  \> 1,11-PTi~2~/3CL^pro^, which can provide perfectly well interpretation on the relative stability of the five POM/3CL^pro^ complexes.

Relative information about hydrogen bonds interaction is listed in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} . There are eight hydrogen bonds formed in the 1,6-PTi~2~/3CL^pro^ complex, and six hydrogen bonds in the 1,2-PTi~2~/3CL^pro^ complex. Moreover, it is clearly shown that the OTi~2~of POMs contributes much to hydrogen bond formation within all the five ligand-receptor complexes. Our former DFT calculation have shown that in these POM isomers, the charge loading of OTi~2~ is much stronger than that of other bridging oxygen and terminal oxygen. That should be the reason why the two systems of the 1,2-PTi~2~/3CL^pro^ complexes and the 1,4-PTi~2~/3CL^pro^ complex are much more stable than the others. It should be noticed that there are only six hydrogen bonds in 1,11-PTi~2~/3CL^pro^ and the terminal oxygen also attends hydrogen bonds formation. Our quantum chemistry calculation also proved that the charge loading of the terminal oxygen is smaller than that of OW~2~. Therefore, it is easy to interpret why the complex of 1,11-PTi~2~/3CL^pro^ is the least stable one among all the five ligand--receptor complex systems.Table 2Binding site and H-bond formation (H-bond length: Å)Complex3CL^pro^ residueLigand atomDistance1,2-PTi~2~/3CL^pro^A46:OO112.29A145:OO162.75A164:OO221.75A41:ND1O222.87A41:ND1O231.40A41:ND1O252.56A189:OE1O280.76A26:OO411.96  1,4-PTi~2~/3CL^pro^A166:OO62.04A41:HE2O202.11A166:OE2O442.98A41:ND1O472.35A143:OO501.84A145:HNO502.47  1,11-PTi~2~/3CL^pro^A25:OG1O121.47A41:OO122.96A26:OO192.51A187:OO222.92A166:OO272.86A142:OD1O422.51  1,5-PTi~2~/3CL^pro^A119:OD1O92.37A145:HNO92.13A166:OE1O191.39A26:OO221.44A46:OO291.69A41:OO361.48A164:OO391.92A166:OO422.76A41:HE2O432.07  1,6-PTi~2~/3CL^pro^A25:OO452.28A26:OO522.13A26:HNO390.67A41:OO502.53A41:ND1O422.65A41:HE2O331.96A44:OO472.93A142:OO482.84

In addition, it should be noticed from the hydrogen bonding interaction shown in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} that, POMs interact with 3CL^pro^ in the active site region with several positive charged amino residues including the active site catalysis residues. Those key residues for ligand--receptor interaction including Thr26, His41, Cys44, Asn142, Cys145, Clu166, Asp187 and Gln189, are all polarity residues, this make them easy to form hydrogen bonds meshwork and increase the complex stability. What is more, during the course of POMs/SARS-CoV 3CL^pro^ complex formation, the atom charge loading properties and the electrostatic characteristic are very vital elements that keep the enzyme--inhibitor interaction. Therefore, the atom charge loading property and the electrostatic characteristic are two vital elements keeping POM/3CL^pro^ complex stable and deserve paying much more attention when consider POMs/enzyme interactions. POMs interact with 3CL^pro^ in the active site region with obvious electrostatic property compensation adjustment, accordingly it may preclude the hydrolysis of the two polypeptides expressed by SARS virus, and therefore may cut off the approach of virus replication. The kinetics and binding studies, conducted after molecular modeling, are both in remarkable agreement with relative results.Fig. 5Key residues and hydrogen bond interactions of POM/3CL^pro^ complex.

4. Conclusions
==============

Docking investigations on five POM (\[α-PTi~2~W~10~O~40~\]^7−^) isomers with SARS-CoV 3CL^pro^ were performed using computer assisted molecular simulation technology. The investigation results show that: (1) POMs interact with the 3CL^pro^ receptor in enzyme active site region, with several polarized residues including the enzyme catalyst residues of His41/Cys145; (2) The total binding energies of the five POM/SARS-CoV 3CL^pro^ complexes lead to the following order of complex stability: 1,2-PTi~2~/3CL^pro^  \> 1,4-PTi~2~/3CL^pro^  \> 1,5-PTi~2~/3CL^pro^  \> 1,6-PTi~2~/3CL^pro^  \> 1,11-PTi~2~/3CL^pro^. (3) Electrostatic energy and hydrogen bond interaction contribute much to the enzyme--inhibitor complex formation between POMs and SARS-CoV 3CL^pro^. The atom charge loading property and electrostatic characteristic are very vital elements that keep the enzyme--inhibitor interaction. In POMs, the electronegative OTi~2~ oxygen contributes much for electrostatic energy interactions. As a result, those POMs with OTi~2~ oxygen should form relative stable complex with protein receptors. The simulation results provide important information for POMs/SARS-CoV 3CL^pro^ interaction, and may provide insights for anti-SARS drug design.

5. Abbreviations
================

POMsPolyoxometalatesHIVhuman immunodeficiency virusSARS-CoVSARS coronavirusSARS 3CL^pro^SARS 3c like proteaseDFTdensity-functional theory1,5-PTi~2~\[α-1,5-PTi~2~W~10~O~40~\]^7−^1,6-PTi~2~\[α-1,6-PTi~2~W~10~O~40~\]^7−^1,11-PTi~2~\[α-1,11-PTi~2~W~10~O~40~\]^7−^1,4PTi~2~\[α-1,4-PTi~2~W~10~O~40~\]^7−^1,2-PTi~2~\[α-1,2-PTi~2~W~10~O~40~\]^7−^
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[^1]: *Note: Δ* is the energy change originating from the steric hindrance.

    *Δ*~1~ is the energy change of electrostatic energy.

    *Δ*~2~ is the total energy change of electrostatic energy plus steric hindrance.
